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The issues (1)
• Context:

– Retrospective histories about occurrences and dates of events 
between panel interviews, e.g. marital and fertility histories, job 
histories, histories of benefit receipt, …

• Problem:
– Inconsistencies in respondents’ reports across waves lead to 

seam effects in measures of change for sub-periods of the 
reference period (e.g. in weekly/monthly transitions estimated 
from an annual panel survey)

– The origins of longitudinal inconsistencies in reporting are not 
well understood.

– As a result, data collection methods designed to reduce 
errors/biases are somewhat ad hoc and produce mixed results, 
which are so far unexplained.



The issues (2)
• Questions:

– Why are seam effects larger for some types of items than others? 
– Why are the data collection methods designed to improve 

longitudinal consistency successful for some types of items but 
not for others?

– In which situations may certain methods actually make things 
worse?

– How could one best design data collection methods for those 
items for which they do not seem to be working?

• Need:
– Understanding of different types of problems that contribute to 

longitudinal inconsistencies.
– Understanding of whether and how these problems differ for 

different types of items and question formats.



This paper…

• Derives a theoretical framework of the causes of seam 
effects, that unifies existing (to date disjoint) theories 
and empirical evidence.

• The framework can be used to
– predict the likely causes of seam effects for different types of 

items,
– predict the relative magnitude of seam effects for different 

items,
– explain why current dependent interviewing designs are 

successful for some items but not others.

• The predictions from the framework are tested using 
data from the BHPS and find support.



Some definitions
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Reference period 1

Source: Burkhead, D. and Coder, J. (1985) Gross Changes in Income Recipiency from the Survey of Income and Program 
Participation. Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section. Washington DC: American Statistical Association, 351-356.

Off-seam change 
= change within 
reference periods

Seam change 
= change between 
reference periods

• Example: month-to-month transitions onto or off State benefits



Seam effects…

... are an excess of transitions at the seam between reference 
periods,

…are caused by a combination of under-reported within- 
wave change and over-estimated between wave change,

…affect all measures of change from panels with between- 
wave retrospective histories,

…appear for measures of change in discrete states (e.g. 
labour market activity, income receipt status) and 
continuous variables (e.g. income amounts),

…are usually measured as
- % of total transitions at the seam, or
- ratio of seam to off-seam transitions.



The framework in short

• Possible errors in the reporting of events:
– Omission, misdating and misclassification.

• The likelihood of different types of errors occurring during 
the survey and response process depends on:
– Characteristics of the event,
– Characteristics of the respondent’s situation,
– Question format and wording.

• The errors interact with the relative length of spells (the 
length of time actually spent in a state of substantive interest).

• This interaction produces biases in the numbers of observed 
status changes at the seam and in off-seam periods that lead 
to the excess of transitions at the seam.



Error type, spell length and effect on estimates of change

The following slide illustrates how different types of errors, the 
position of the error and the length of the spell interact to produce 
different types of errors in estimates of change.

The graph illustrates different scenarios, for example:
(1) Omission of a short spell that is entirely contained within a 

reference period leads to under-reporting of off-seam/within- 
wave changes;

(3) Omission of part of a long spell in one reference period, which is 
correctly reported in prior and later interviews, leads to spurious 
start and end transitions in two seam months;

(7) Misdating of a start date to before the start of the reference period 
leads to under-reporting of off-seam change and over-estimation 
of a seam change.



Error type, spell length and effect on estimates of change



Framework of the causes of seam effects



Hypotheses derived from the framework

• H1: The composition of the seam effect depends on the average length of spells 
relative to the length of the reference period:

– Seam effects for short spells are more likely to be due to under-reporting of within-wave change and misdating of 
transitions to the seam (H supported in test using BHPS data)

– Seam effects for long spells are more likely to be due to spurious seam transitions (H supported in test using BHPS)

• H2: Event characteristics predict seam effects: seam effects are larger for events 
which

– Are less memorable 
– Are more sensitive
– Have concepts which are less clear
– Have different definitions over time
– Have fuzzy onsets (H supported in test using BHPS data)

• H3: Respondent situation predicts seam effects: seam effects are larger for 
respondents with

– More complex circumstances
– Lower cognitive ability (H supported in test using BHPS data)
– Less motivation (weak support in tests using BHPS data)

• H4: Question format and wording predicts seam effects: seam effects are larger 
for questions for which: (not tested; need experimental data)

– The definition of concepts is unclear
– The date request is implicit
– Response categories are not mutually exclusive
– The implementation encourages errors
– Responses are open-ended and involve coding



Hypothesis tests: H1

• H1: The composition of the seam effect depends on the average 
length of spells relative to the length of the reference period.

• Data: 
– BHPS data on benefits and tax credits linked to administrative records (4 waves) 
– Long-term benefits: State pension, disability related benefits, Child Benefit (mean 

duration in records: 41.2 mths)
– Short-term benefits: Income Support, Job Seeker’s Allowance, Working Families’ 

Tax Credit (mean duration in records: 19.2 mths)
– Start/end dates are classified as 

• Correct if date is off-seam in survey and records OR date is on the seam in survey and records
• Spurious if there is a transition date in the survey that does not correspond to any transition date 

in the records
• Under-reported if there is a transition date in the records that does not correspond to any 

transition date in the survey
• Misdated if the record date is off-seam and the survey date is in on the seam, or v.v.

• Results:
– 68% of start dates and 84% of end dates were mis-reported
– Among start dates incorrectly reported:

• Short-term spells: 73% of start dates under-reported or misdated, 27% spurious
• Long-term spells: 37% of start dates under-reported or misdated, 63% spurious
• Similar for end dates



Hypothesis tests: H2

• H2: Event characteristics predict size of seam effects.
– H2a. Memorability: positive events are reported more accurately and hence have smaller seam 

effects than negative events.
– H2b. Ambiguity of event dates: events with clearly defined onsets are dated more accurately and 

hence have smaller seam effects than events with fuzzy onsets .

• Data:
– BHPS Labour market activity histories, 1991-2005, respondents aged 25-55
– Positive transitions: Unemployment to Employment
– Negative transitions: Employment to Unemployment 
– Clearly dated transitions: Employment to Unemployment/Retirement; long-term sick to 

employment; Employment to Retirement; into/out of full-time education or government training
– Fuzzy transitions: Self-employment to Unemployment/retirement; employment to long-term 

sick; all possible transitions between unemployment, maternity leave, looking after family, lt sick

• Results: percent of total transitions at a seam
– H2a not supported: seam effect smaller for E->U transitions than U->E (probably because more 

under-reporting of Unemployment spells that ended early in the reference period, than of 
employment spells that ended early in the reference period?)

– H2b supported for all the above, e.g. 
• Clear dates: 17% of Emp->Unemp transitions and 19% of Emp->Retirement transitions at seam
• Fuzzy dates: 30% of Self-emp->Unemp and 55% of Self-emp-> Retirement transitions at seam



Hypothesis tests: H3

• H3: Respondent situation predicts seam effects
– H3a. Complexity: respondents in more complex situations are more likely to 

misreport and will therefore have larger seam effects.  
– H3b. Cognitive ability: respondents with less cognitive ability are more likely to 

make mistakes in recalling and reporting retrospective information and will 
therefore have larger seam effects.

– H3c. Motivation: Respondents who are less motivated are less likely to make the 
required effort to retrieve retrospective information and will therefore report with 
more error and have larger seam effects.

• Data:
– BHPS data on benefits and tax credits linked to administrative records (4 waves)
– Complexity ~ number of spells in administrative records
– Cognitive ability ~ educational qualifications
– Motivation ~ interviewer ratings of co-operativeness

• Results: difference in proportion of total transitions at the seam, 
by respondent characteristics:

– H3a: not supported
– H3b: respondents without qualifications: 66% of start dates and 60% of end dates at 

the seam; respondents with qualifications: 43% and 52%
– H3c: more co-operative respondents had smaller seam effects, but not significant.



Implications (1)

• The causes and extent of seam effects are predictable and depend on 
1. Characteristics of the event,
2. Characteristics of the respondent,
3. Characteristics of the question format and wording.

• No influence over (1) and (2), but can change (3).
• Think in terms of maximizing cross-sectional reliability, e.g.:

– Concepts and definitions: clarity
– Response categories: mutually exclusive, definition of ‘main’ if not
– Dates: explicit requests; definition of dates for events with fuzzy onsets
– Task difficulty: break reporting task down into simpler tasks
– Reporting instructions: acceptability of estimate vs. exact recall
– Open-ended questions: coding reliability
– Interviewer errors: in-interview edit checks
– …



Implications (2)

• The issues related to omissions and misclassification also 
apply to wave-on-wave change in items for which 
respondents are only asked about their current situation 
and not about changes since the previous interview (e.g. 
spurious changes in Standard Occupation Classification).

• Dependent interviewing: current designs tend to be 
asymmetric in that they
– Address problems of omissions and inconsistent classification,
– But not problems of over-reporting or misdating.

• Need to adapt dependent interviewing designs to the 
sources of error that are relevant for a given item.



More details…
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